SHELF WORKS® SHELF MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
CLEAR MODULAR SYSTEM

DIVIDER SYSTEM
AUTO-FEED SYSTEM
MANUAL-FEED SYSTEM

Clear Modular System

- The ultimate system. An ultra-clear, high-quality Shelf Management System widely used throughout the world.
- Greatest number of solutions.
- Clean, contemporary modern appearance.
- Adaptable to any merchandising environment.
- Accommodates any size product.
- Adds a touch of distinction to products organized.
- Accepts spring feed or manual feed pushers.

DIVIDERS:

Straight Dividers
Simple divider or with front rail stop and pushers. Clear; others available. 2.5" high; 11", 13", 15", 17", 19" lengths; other sizes available. Front and back snaps onto rails.

FRONT RAILS /

OPB Tape Mount
Low profile for optimal product visibility. Clear. 3' and 4' lengths; other lengths upon request. Adhesive tape; magnetic or foam tape also available.

PUSHERS /

TRIOPPS Auto Feed Pusher
Attach to front & back rail. White & clear. 11", 13", 15", 17", 19" lengths; others by order. 5 standard spring strengths, others available to suit product weight.

BACK RAILS:

OPB Back Rail
Secures the back of dividers for stability. Clear. 3' or 4', other lengths upon request. Adhesive tape; magnetic or foam tape also available upon request.

1.800.444.4665 Toll-Free
1.570.823.4080 Fax
www.triononline.com
TWO STYLES

Reversible Dividers
One end has a full product stop, the other a shorter 1" high stop. Allows multi-purpose use of the same divider. Great for double stacking products. Clear. 4.75" H; 11", 13". 15", 17", 19" L. Front and back snaps onto rails.

Interlocking-Front Dividers
Two-point attachment system locks divider solidly to OFRK product stop. Clear. 2.5" and 4.75" high, 11", 13", 15", 17" and 19" lengths. Can snap to OPB or OPH backrail.

PRODUCT STOPS: THREE STYLES

OPH Pushbutton Mount
Attaches system to wire shelf or pushbutton to existing holes on gondola shelf. Clear. 3' and 4' lengths; other lengths upon request.

OFRK Clear Product Stop
Use with straight dividers. Clear. 1.2", 1.5", 2.5", 3.2" high; 3' and 4' lengths; others avail. Adhesive tape; magnetic or foam tape or punch holes available. Label strip optional.

OFRK Two-tone Product Stop
Use with straight dividers. Clear upper, opaque lower product stop. 4.75" high only; 3' and 4' lengths; others avail. Adhesive tape; magnetic or foam tape or punch holes available. Label strip optional.

SLIDES: TWO STYLES

Manual Feed
Attaches to OPB or OPH front rail. Ideal for bagged items or irregular packaging. Clear. 11" to 19" lengths; others available. Pull strip allows manual facing of product.

ONE STYLE

Set up charges may apply depending on quantity.

Protected by patents or patents pending.

Dividers snap on to rail.